


to others or to the society are more uniform and more proportionate to the harm

that is done. The juvenile court, for example, is an invention of public policy that

traces to the late 1800s where youthful oVenders—for whom the harsh penalties of

the times seemed too extreme—were separated by policy from ‘‘hardened criminals’’

thereby permitting more lenient and humane responses to the former and continu-

ing with the harshness directed at the latter. These changes also shifted the forms of

knowledge specialization such that the juvenile court became dominated by ‘‘treat-

ment’’ philosophies of social workers, psychologists, and educators who believed in

rehabilitation. From the 1970s onward, this type of policy separation has continued

such that ‘‘status oVenders’’ are now separated from ‘‘serious juvenile oVenders,’’

with diVerent decision makers and arenas for each. Another innovation is to reframe

‘‘crime’’ from being exclusively a legal problem dealt with by police and courts after

the fact to a community development issue or a public health problem (Thornton et

al. 2000; Howell 1995). This shifts the prevention activities from police and courts,

with programs such as ‘‘scared straight,’’ or DARE, to those in which ordinary

citizens in the community have a greater opportunity for participation.

Experiments with restorative justice both in the United States and elsewhere oVer

an interesting case in point (Braithwaite 2002; Bazemore et al. 1998; Schneider and

Warner 1987; Galaway and Hudson 1996). Restorative justice approaches reconcep-

tualize the oVender, not as an incorrigible deviant who is a danger to society, but as a

virtuous person who has made a mistake for which he or she needs to be held

accountable (Braithwaite 2002; Bazemore et al. 1998; Schneider and Warner 1987).

These approaches also reframe the appropriate response, rejecting both the medical

model in which agents of the state ‘‘treat’’ the oVender and the deterrence model in

which the state punishes the oVender. Instead, the principle of justice is a responsi-

bility model in which oVenders are expected to restore victims and the community

even as they restore themselves to a contributing member of the society. Restorative

justice involves a process through which victim, oVender, and community participate

in determining the measure of responsibility and accountability. This reverses the

modernist trend toward statist responses to crime in favor of responses that permit

those who have been harmed (local community and direct victim) to participate

within regulations enforced by the state. The victim, oVender, and community are all

to be restored through a process that brings understanding to the oVender of the

harm done and that negotiates a sanction all believe to be fair. By reframing the issue

and changing the social construction of the oVender, restorative justice programs

change the decision-making arena, the decision makers, and the results of the

decisions.

These examples of how policy designs frame issues and thereby shape the decision-

making arenas and the types of knowledge that are brought to bear only hint at the

large number of similar issues begging for intelligent policy analysis. What is the

impact of the creation of special districts for particularized service delivery? What

have been the impacts of the social justice statements now required in many policy

areas in Australia? What are the impacts of the movement away from geographically

based to service-based jurisdictional lines? Public policies in many US states provide
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for citizen initiatives and referendum in a form of direct democracy that is increas-

ingly being used. This enlarges the franchise of democracy in that it opens to the

voting public direct legislative authority; but what are the actual impacts on authen-

ticity—on informed discourse and intelligent policy with predictable results (Broder

2000)? Policies that have constructed various types of arenas for public participation

in no way anticipated the emergence of the Internet and the ability of people to

communicate so quickly over such large distances and with so many others of similar

beliefs. How is this aVecting the framing of issues, the emergence of social move-

ments, and the formation of entirely new arenas for discourse (Margolis and Resnick

2000)? There is some evidence to suggest that transnational environmental move-

ments encompassing grass-roots groups with shared interests on diVerent sides of

international borders are being enabled to act in concert through information shared

and networks built in the cyberspace (Doughman 2001; Levesque 2001). Indigenous

people are communicating worldwide and taking their case for indigenous rights

increasingly into international arenas.

5. Identity and Orientation of Citizens

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

The skepticism and negative attitudes of citizens toward government and public

policy are among the growing challenges to American democracy. While there are

many causes, the experiences citizens have with public policy are among them. Public

policies do more than simply deliver services or implement goals. They also carry

messages. The ways in which various publics are treated by policy—whether their

views of problems are recognized as legitimate or ignored; whether they are targeted

for burdens or beneWts; the rules to which they are subjected such as means testing;

and the reception they encounter in interaction with implementing agencies—all

teach lessons related to democracy (Schneider and Ingram 1997, 2005; Esping-

Andersen 1990, 2002).

There is mounting evidence, particularly from the social welfare Weld, that implicit

messages delivered by policy have signiWcant consequences for the construction of

citizenship and the role of government (Mettler and Soss 2004). Policies sometimes

implicitly signal who is important to national welfare and who is not. In her book

Divided Government, Suzanne Mettler (1998) argued that New Deal social policies

treated white males very diVerently from women and men of color. Policy sent

messages that white males were the signiWcant economic and political actors.

While white males were brought under the mantel of national citizenship through

social security, white women were included only as widows, and minority domestics

and farm workers were ignored until much later. The welfare of women and children

was assigned by New Deal policies to the states with varying levels of beneWts and

state agencies favoring intrusive, paternalistic rules. As a result, a kind of two-tiered,
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dual citizenship resulted, under which women, and men of color, were treated as

second-class citizens not fully incorporated into the mainstream of economic and

political life.

Policies carry messages by socially constructing the intended targets in positive

and negative terms. In our writing, we have argued that diVerent targets for policy

are treated diVerently and come away with quite distinct identities as citizens and

sharply contrasting orientations toward government (Schneider and Ingram 1993;

Sidney 2003). Advantaged populations are powerful and positively constructed as

good and deserving citizens. They mainly receive beneWts from government, and are

treated with respect and governmental outreach so that their interests are portrayed

as the same as public interests. Advantaged populations view themselves as eYca-

cious and their participation is reinforced. In contrast, other groups whose construc-

tions are not so positive receive fewer beneWts and more burdens and pick up

messages that their problems are not public but private or of their own making.

Only conditional beneWts are allocated to them by government, and then only upon

successful application. Government is likely to treat them with pity, disrespect, or

hostility.

Contemporary experience with welfare policies suggests that the messages dam-

aging to democracy persist. One study of some welfare mothers in Phoenix, whose

comments in focus groups were recorded, illustrates messages sent and orientations

toward government aVected (Luna 2000). Long waits for, and the unreliability of,

service and seemingly capricious decisions, led welfare clients to believe that agency

oYcials regarded them as unimportant, dishonest, and unworthy. For example, one

mother said:

They’re [the welfare case workers] telling me ‘‘you have 30 to 45 days to get your case done.’’ I

told her I have rent to pay. I need my necessities. They can’t understand that. They shrug their

shoulders and say, ‘‘well they still have 30 to 45 days, and they have other clients.’’ I understand

that, but I complied and I did my part like you wanted me to. I was preapproved. All you need

to do . . . . They’re the ones who have the computer. You just put it in and send it. But they

want to prolong it.

Another woman added: ‘‘They act like it’s coming out of their pocket. They act like

when they get their check, they are going to each of their clients’ houses and say, ‘ok,

here’s your Wfty, here’s your Wfty,’ and they ain’t giving me a dime.’’

These comments echo many heard by Joe Soss who interviewed clients in a mid-

size Midwestern city (Soss 1999). He found that clients of the means-tested program,

then the AFDC, believed by overwhelming percentages that government employees

are autonomous, that is, ‘‘Governmental oYcials do whatever they want, whenever

they want’’ (Soss 1999, 369). In addition, he found that only 8 per cent of AFDC

recipients believe that government listens to people like them. Such attitudes sub-

stantially aVect the willingness of target groups to participate in politics. Verba,

Schlozman, and Brady (1995; Verba et al. 1993) found that public assistance clients

were under-represented in every political activity measured. There is real evidence,

therefore, that the social constructions built into policies contribute importantly to
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the existing democracy gap. Those who would seem to have most to gain from

participation in the design of the welfare system are the least likely to become

engaged. Moreover, the diVerences in messages received from policy by diVerent

racial and gender groups fuel the cleavages within American society and lower the

possibility of the citizens’ empathy being important to democratic discourse.

A far more encouraging picture of how policy can overcome negative

identity conferred by broad social norms is found in the Head Start program.

Soss (1999) found that single welfare mothers who had previous experience in the

Head Start program developed political orientations and eYcacy virtually iden-

tical to other citizens, whereas welfare recipients without this type of experience

were the least likely to engage in political activity. The Head Start program re-

quires parent participation in shaping the child’s education and through this type

of policy design emboldens those who otherwise remain very passive in their role as

citizen.

6. Engagement and Support

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

Public policies that serve democracy need to garner support, stimulate civic engage-

ment, and encourage cooperation in the solution of problems.

It is diYcult for public policies to achieve goals without suYcient support. Hostile

legislators and non-compliant agents and targets can often thwart policy intent.

Further, the extent of policy support is an important measure of representation

and responsiveness. Policies also can greatly aVect the extent of civic volunteerism

and civil society. Governmental action can displace private charities and crowd out

community problem solving (Skocpol 2003).

The structures of implementation and service delivery embodied in policy have a

profound impact upon citizen engagement. The dangers of large-scale bureaucracy

to democracy have been thoroughly researched and are widely appreciated (Wood

1994). Public agencies tend to substitute organizational goals in the place of policy

intent. Caseworkers in some agencies tend to believe that they must break the rules in

some (or many) instances if they are to do what is fair and helpful for their clients

(Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2003). The development of specialized areas of

policy leads to the dominance of expert knowledge over ordinary grass-roots experi-

ential knowledge and the demise of local knowledge and contextual experience.

There is an emphasis in most public agencies of process over content—a reliance

on rule compliance rather than tailoring the rules to ensure delivery of desired goals

within the local context. EVorts to overcome rules that actually thwart policy success

are the source of much of the red tape associated with large hierarchical organiza-

tions. Specialists in public agencies are very much a part of the narrowly based, self-

serving iron triangles that bring together legislative interests, agencies, and powerful
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interest groups who are the agency clients. Partly under the banner of strengthening

democracy, decentralization, devolution, and contracting out predominate in con-

temporary policy designs (Minow 2002, 2003; Smith and Lipsky 1993). While these

designs arguably may bring implementation and service delivery structures closer to

local people, their actual impact upon democracy varies widely.

Studies of partnerships between government and non-proWts and their eVects

upon the authenticity and responsiveness of volunteer organizations deliver mixed

results. Some scholars provide examples of governmental actions that spur citizen

mobilization and voluntarism (Baker 1993; Marston 1993) or that permit neighbor-

hood-based organizations to carry out missions of providing services to the ‘‘poorest

of the poor’’ who often are overlooked by more highly specialized service delivery

agencies (Camou 2005). Others Wnd that government funding of non-proWts leads to

professionalization of staVs, lowered dependence upon volunteers and community

ties, and competition among non-proWts for particular service niches (Lipsky and

Smith 1990; Smith 1998). Studies by Jurik and Cowgill (2005) found that even a non-

proWt fully devoted to serving the very poor through a micro enterprise loan

program, over time, shifted their construction of who the appropriate clients

would be to mirror the expectations of the business culture in which they were

operating and dependent on for funding. Much would seem to depend upon the

particular policy design and the resulting nature of the public–private partnership

within particular contexts.

Public–private partnerships take a variety of forms other than government fund-

ing of non-proWt organizations for service delivery. Some of this activity involves

signiWcant public investment in infrastructure (such as ball Welds, airports, shopping

malls), research and development of innovation, or even new products (Reeves 2003;

Rosenau 2000).

Other public–private partnerships have been used to avoid prolonged and debili-

tating conXict. The Environmental Protection Agency, for example, used a tool

described as ‘‘civic environmentalism’’ to avoid a Superfund designation which

might have put an end to a revitalization plan in downtown Wichita, Kansas. A

plan was negotiated between state and local government oYcials, the business

community, and residents to allow the city to take over clean-up operations of a

contaminated site involving many businesses and large acreage. Banks agreed not to

deny loans based solely on the contamination of property; the city’s liability was

limited to what it could collect from responsible parties and property taxes; the

polluter agreed to pay for part of the clean-up; and the state government agreed to

pass a law creating a special redevelopment district (Knopman, Megan, and Landy

1999). Weale discusses a similar British-based controversy on eVorts to democratize

decisions about risk (Weale 2001).

Contracting, vouchers, and other partnerships are often successful in building

public support for services to dependent groups lacking in political power.

Contracting for services with private organizations continues to expand throughout

the USA. The contract agency provides a service for government using government

funds. In the process, the contract agency becomes a client of government with
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keen interest in perpetuating and raising funding for the program. Providers

band together in supportive associations and supporters also include board members

and staVs of private organizations. Since service providers have roots in the

community, local support for programs often rises. Similarly, housing vouchers

often win the support of landlords for low-income housing programs, which

they bitterly opposed when delivery was through public housing (Smith and

Ingram 2002).

This same dynamic can work against deviant or dependent groups who lack

political power, however, when discipline or punishment is being delivered rather

than beneWts. Studies of private prisons indicate that this policy design builds a

powerful, private sector constituency that competes with public sector prisons for

‘‘clients.’’ Prisoners become commodities, and those who advocate expansion in the

scope and harshness of punishment have gained a powerful economic ally. When

prison policy shifts toward entitlement funding, based on the number of prisoners,

there are both public and private sector advocates to continue increasing the number

of prisoners. These dynamics are at least partly responsible for the fact that the

United States in 2004 had the highest rate of imprisonment in the world (Schneider

2005).

Service learning programs can facilitate civic engagement and support. In the case

of Americorps, students prepay some of their college tuition while at the same time

becoming actively engaged in community problem solving. The evaluations of the

impact of Americorps upon participants’ attitudes and behavior are still preliminary,

but there is some evidence that service increases the propensity of Americorps’

alumni toward greater participation in voluntary associations (Simon and Wang

2000).

7. Accountability

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

Accountability is critical to democratic governance, and is quite diVerent from

political support. The traditional notion of accountability through politically elected

and appointed oYcials operates poorly in an era of decentralization, devolution, and

public–private partnerships. In these new patterns of governance, the public must

become more directly involved in holding governance structures accountable. There

must be accountability built among partners in complex implementation or service

delivery relationships. This implies transparency in transactions and full disclosure

of interests. From the perspective of democracy, it is important that actors be held

accountable not just for the delivery of programmatic goals, but also for fair and

equitable actions.

Accountability of the contemporary implementation and service delivery struc-

tures is especially diYcult because of the complexity of structures, the diVusion of
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responsibility, lack of understandable information, and competing values among

implementers. Goodin (2003) contends that there are diVerent types of accountabil-

ity mechanisms that need to be used for markets, the state, and the non-proWt

sector—actions, results, and intentions, respectively. He also argues that the mech-

anisms of accountability diVer, with hierarchy the dominant model for the state,

competition for the market, and cooperative networking for the non-proWt sector.

For public agencies, the implementation literature makes clear that slippage is most

apt to occur in long policy-delivery chains (Pressman and Wildavsky 1973). It is

possible for the proximate beneWciary of policy to gain resources such as funds for

job training, drug treatment, or health services, without delivering full value to the

ultimate targets. Child welfare agencies, for example, provide keen support for the

programs through which they get funding, but have resisted evaluations and per-

formance measures and remain a deeply troubled area of public policy around the

USA (Smith and Ingram 2002).

There are ongoing experiments to improve accountability in the emerging organ-

izational context. The Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act of

1986 introduced an interesting model for lowering the transaction costs of obtaining

information critical to citizen education, mobilization, and participation. Under the

legislation, industries must make public the amounts and location of releases of a

large number of potentially damaging toxic substances. The Act is not without

Xaws, but it has spurred citizen protests and helped to create a sense of community

with common stakes among all residents aVected by exposure to dangerous sub-

stances. ‘‘Benchmarking’’ is a technique increasingly used to improve non-

proWt performance in delivery of services. It entails investigating the ‘‘best practices’’

in a particular area and then using those criteria to measure performance. ‘‘Organ-

izational report cards’’ have been used to provide information to the public in

modes that are easily understandable (Smith and Ingram 2002). The extent to

which such accountability mechanisms actually work in practice is in need of

analysis.

There is likely to be a direct relationship between the social construction and

power of the target groups and the imposition of successful accountability mechan-

isms. For instance, it has been forcefully argued that the social construction of

criminals as deviants suggests that attempts to hold private prisons accountable

will be diYcult. There is simply insuYcient interest in the welfare of or fairness to

inmates (Schneider 1999). Moreover, it is probably easier to hold implementation

structures accountable for eYciency and eVectiveness than for democratic values

such as due process, openness, and diversity of clients served. It is much simpler to

hold charter schools to some standard of student performance on tests than it is to

assure that such schools reXect the diversity of value perspectives in American

society.
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8. Challenge for the Policy Analyst

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

Exploring the kinds of questions and linkages suggested here requires that the policy

analyst must evaluate government and governance structures quite diVerently from

simply measuring eVectiveness and eYciency. Analysts need to be especially attentive

to ancillary eVects of actions beyond goal fulWllment. Government must be measured

by its ability to intervene strategically in the complex networks of policy delivery

systems to encourage better access to information, to correct for power imbalances

and damaging stereotypes and social constructions among stakeholders, and to create

arenas and spheres of public discourse. Policy analysts must be prepared to unmask

framing of problems and social constructions of targets that are degenerative and

damaging to democracy. Policy analysts may also be called upon to suggest alternative

policy tools, rules, and implementation structures that facilitate the conditions for

democracy.

Policy analysts will need to hone skills beyond quantitative policy analysis and

system modeling to incorporate these criteria into policy assessments. Additional

attention should be given to in-depth interviewing skills including various kinds of

narrative analysis. The use of stories, for example, of how street-level policy workers

assess client identities and deliver policy that they view as ‘‘fair’’ (Maynard-Moody and

Musheno 2003) oVers rich insights into the day-to-day work of policy implementers

that would be invaluable in helping structure public organizations to release the

tension between rule-boundedness and discretionary judgements. Ethnographic and

participant observation are vital elements of the policy analyst’s work yet are paid scant

attention in most policy analysis methodological texts. Participatory policy analysis

has been used very eVectively not only to assess how and why a program is having

certain kinds of impacts, but in designing better alternatives. Further, we need to

recognize that policy analysis is inherently a normative exercise and that the values of

democracy are in need of particular analytical attention. Thus, interpretative meth-

odologies must be incorporated into the tool kit of the policy analysts.
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